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TAFEL'S CONSTANT AND HYDROGEN ION 

CONCENTRATION DEPENDENCE OF OVERVOLTAGE 

IN HYDROGEN EVOLUTION REACTION 

Part I: Slow Discharge and Electrochemical Mechanisms 

By 

Akiya MATSUDA and Juro HORluT! *) 

(Received December 27, 1958) 

Both the TAFEL'S constant and the dependence of overvoltage on 
hydrogen ion concentration at constant current density are important 
characteristics of hydrogen evolution reaction, which may be taken as 
criteria for the underlying mechanim. 

Experimentally the TAFEL'S constant has been observed with much 
stress. Although the classical kinetics leads to a linear relation between 
the logarithm of the current density In i and over voltage 7J with in
clinations in terms of the TAFEL'S constant r=(RT/F) (a In ijar;) of values 
1/2, 2 and 3/2 respectively for the slow discharge, catalytic and electro
chemical mechanisms, such simple values of r are not always observed 
but there occurs a break on the log i, 7J -curve, i. e., a jump of r from 
a value to another or even an utter deviation from the linear relation. I-I) 

HORlUT! and collaborators have deduced in some special cases allowing 
for the interaction between adsorptives by statistical mechanical 
methodS) that the TAFEL'S constant of the catalytic mechanism is kept 
constant near 0.59

) over an appreciable range of 7J as observed,6),ll),12) 
while that of the electrochemical mechanism switches from a constant 
value 1.5 at lower cathodic polarization to another constant value 0.5 
at higher cathodic polarizationlO

) in accordance with experiments. l
) It 

seems usual however to conclude from the value of the TAFEL'S constant 
near 0.5 exclusively the slow discharge mechanism just in accordance 
with the classical kinetics taking no notice of the possible forthcoming 
of the same value from other mechanisms. 

FmnlKIN et al.") have extensively studied the dependence of over
voltage on hydrogen ion concentration experimentally, which is an 

*) A. M. and J. H.: Research Institute for Catalysis, Hokkaido University. 
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important complementarity to the TAFEL'S constant as the criterion. 
Theoretically the effect has been formulated by FRUMKIN14

\ PAHSD.'1S15
) 

and BOCKHIS'6
) without however taking the specific adsorption of hydro

gen on the electrode surface explicitly into account in the formula. 
One of the present authorsl7) has recently developed a systematic 

theory of specific adsorption of charged and uncharged hydrogen inter
mediates, i. e., hydrogen ion H+ (a), a hydrogen atom H (a) and hydrogen 
molecule ion Hi(a) which are hitherto severally assumed to exist in 
accounting for the experimental results of hydrogen evolution reaction. 
It is the purpose of the present paper theoretically to establish these 
characteristics of hydrogen evolution reaction as the criteria of the 
underlying mechanisms in extension of the above work.l7) 

§ 1. Model of Hydrogen Electrode 

Hydrogen electrode going to be treated in the present paper is 
modelled as follows.l7) There exists, parallel to the electrode surface 
C, an adsorption plane P, which holds On it the centers of adsorbed 
hydrogen intermediates as well as the critical complex of the rate
determining step of hydrogen evolution reaction each situated in one 
of physically identical sites of adsorption but inside which no ion is 
admitted. The electrostatical potential E and the charge density vary 
one-dimensionally along x-axis taken normal to P towards the interior 

c p 

Fig. I. 

Model of electrode-
solution boundary. 

XI 

of the solution with its origin at the electrode 
surface C, as shown in Fig. 1; the electrostatic 
potential Ep at P is thus determined by the 
potential of the electrode Eo, the charge density 
s on P-plane given by the coverage of charged 
hydrogen intermediates, and the charge density 
P, satisfying the condition that (J;; 0 according 
as E?::. 0, of the electrolyte at outside P-plane 
according to one-dimensional POIRSO", equation. 
Besides the electrostatical potential, there exists 
the potential of interaction exerted additionally 
among hydrogen intermediates each with one 
electron, i. e., H (a) and Hi (a.) which is propor
tional to the sum of coverages of H (a) and Hi (a) 
with the common proportionality constant uRT. 

The slow discharge (SDM) and the electrochemical mechanisms 
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(ECM) are dealt with on the base of the model described above in the 
present paper. The rate-determining step of the respective mechanisms 
and the appropriate equilibrium relations are expressed as: 

or 

H+(a)+e --> H(a), 2H(a) ~ H2 • H+(a) :::----"" W-

(1. S. a), (1. S. b), (1. S. c) 

Hi(a)+e -> H2J Hi (a) ~ 2H+(a)+e, H+(a) ~ H+ 

(I.E.a), (I.E.b), (1. E. c) 

for SDM or ECM*) respectively, where e is an electron in the electrode 
metal and (a) shwos the adsorbed state and -> or ~ the rate-deter
mining step or the equilibrium relation respectively. Similar general 
trea~ment of catalytic mechanism is left to later papers, which has 
been treated by HomuTI') taking the repulsive potential among H(a)'s 
into account in a special case when H+(a) is absent. 

~ 2. General Formulation of TAFEL's Constant and 
Dependence of Overvoltage on Hydrogen 

Ion Concentration 

The steady current density i of the respective mechanisms is 
generally formulated below, from which the TAFJ<:r!s constant T == -
(RT/F) (d In i/o,,) and the dependence r == -(aFTJ/df1H '). of r; on the hydrogen 
ion concentration or on the appropriate chemical potential pH' are 
deduced. 

The steady current. density at cathodic polarization is generally 
expressed by the ratev r of the rate-determining step and its sto
ichiometric number Vr as'): 

. 2F vr 2F Ie kT p* 
~ = -.~ --. = --- -- ---- -1-- , 

NA Vr NA Vr h p 
(2.1) 

where r. is the transmission coefficient, h or k the PLA~(,K or BOLTZ~fANX 

") The initial complex of the rate-determining step of ECM was originally suggested 
(Ref. 18) as consisting of a neutral hydrogen atom and a proton respectively linked to 
surface metal atom and to a water molecule. It has been later shown (Ref. 10; that 
both its electronic and the nuclear configuration worked out quantum-mechanically 
was adequately covered by the word "hydrogen-molecule-ion adsorbed on the electrode". 
The following inference on ECM holds invariably to its original form in so far as the 
initial complex I in the latter consists of H+ (a) and H (a) situated in a single '1", in 
which case the fundamental relation (2.6) reasonablly follows. 
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constant, T the absolute temperature and For NA the FARADAY'S con
stant or the AVOGADRO'S number respectively. The p* or pI is the 
BOT:fJ'mANN factor of the chemical potential of the critical complex * 
or the initial complex X, 1:.e., 

fJ* = - RT In p*, f/ = - RTlnpI . (2. 2*), (2.2. I) 

The p* is expressed in the case of a heterogeneous step expediently 
as') 

(2. 3) 

where G is the number of adsorption sites 11*'s of the critical complex 
per unit area of the electrode surface, 8 0 '(0) the probability that 11* is 
free to admit the critical complex, q* the BOLTZ~fANN factor of the 
reversible work e* required to bring up a critical complex to a definite 
preliminarily evacuated 11* from standard states of its constituents, i. e., 

s* = -RT In q* (2.4) 

We have the current equation from (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) 

i= 2F ~ kT G8 a«0)exp{-(s*-r./)/RT} 
l.VA Vr h 

or 
RT In i = - s* + pI+RT In 8".(0)+C , (2.5) 

where C=2F/NA ·t,,jv,.·kT/h·G is a constant at a constant temperature. 
The increment os* of s* is expressed, on the other hand, by that 

OSI of SI according to HORlll'rr and POT.ANYI 19
) and HOlmTTI and OKA:lfOT018

) 

as 

(2.6) 

so that the current equation (2.5) is given in the differential form 

(2.7) 

where 0: is a proper fraction and OSI is the increment of the reversible 
work SI required to bring up I from the standard state of its con
stituents onto a definite, unoccupied 11* to form there a specified state, 
which consists of an electron in electrode metal and H + or Hi situated 
in 11* respectively in the case of SDM and ECM; denoting the rever
sible work for H+ or H; in /7* in particular by SH I or SH2', we have 

SI = SH'+ p" (SDM), SI = SH;" + fl e (ECM) , (2.8. s. s), (2.8. E. s) 

and for pI in accordance with (1. S) and (1. E) 
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fi=flH+ +p6 (SDM), f/=pH; +p.e (ECM). (2.8.S.p), (2.8.E.p) 

Substituting Sl and f/ from (2.8) into (2.7) and identifying a* with 
the physically identical sites of adsorption in accordance with ~ 1 and 
hence fia.(o) with 00 , we have 

where 

RTa In i = -a (acH + +afle)+(~l+ RT(Hn 00 (SDM) , 

RT {l In i = -a ({lSH; + (lpe)+ 2al + RT a In flo (ECM) , 

(2.9. S) 

(2.9. E) 

(2.9.l) 

The SH+ or SH; in the above equation, represented by c j
, is ex

pressed in terms of 00 and the occupied fraction OJ of the sites accord
ing to the relationl7) 

(2.10. a) 

where 

(2.10. b) 

and 

(2.10. c) 

so that we have eliminating ci and w j from (2.9) and (2.10) 

RTalni=(l-a)al+aRToln :0 +RTalnOo (SDM), (2.11.S) 

RTo In i = 2(1-a)ol+aRTo In ~ + RTalnOo (ECM),(2.11.E) 
00 

where 0 in (2.11.S) or (2.11.E) denotes the covered fraction of H+(a) or 
Hi (a) respectively. 

The 0 and 00 in (2.11) are, as shown in the next section, functions 
of land h, i. e. , 

h == f(H+ (2. 12.a) 

at constant temperature, while 

l = ..l fIH'-Fr; 
2 

(2.12. b) 

according to (2.9.l) and to the definition of overpotential Fr;=..lf1H,-
2 
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pH+ -Ile
• It follows from (2.11) that i is a function of land hand 

hence 

, =::: _ RT.._ (a In i) = RTf a In i) 
F \?:7J" \ al " 

= RT(aIni) +RT(aIni) (~) +RT1 alni)' (aoo), 

i7l 8.8, . af} 1.8, i7l I, \ aOo 1.8 al " 
(2.13. ,) 

and 

r =::: - (~£2+) = (~) = - (~) I(~) 
a p ah i oh I al h 

as deduced from the equation 

RToIni=RT('oIni) ol+RT(~Ini) ah=O, 
al" ah I 

or according to (2.13. ,) 

r = - RT f(~aIni) (~) +(oIni) (,o~o) 1. (2.13.7) 
, l aO 1.8, ah I aOo 1.0 ah I J 

The (GO) , (aoo
) , (~) and ('.?f!.,) are yet to be determined for 

i7l I, al" ah I ah I 

evaluating , and r in the respective cases of mechanism. 

~ 3. Functions O/s and 00 of land 11 

The E j in (2.10) is given as!7) 

(3.1) 

where lEg is a constant at constant temperature. Zj the number of charge 
of j-th intermediate; PEl' has beed worked out as a function of land 
h/7H ) i. e. as 

(3.2) 

where 

(3.3.h) 

*) See Appendix. 
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The pj is on the other hand given as a function of land h by 
(2.9.l) and (2.12.a) according to the appropriate equilibrium relations, 
so that fl j and (}o are functions of land h according to (2.10) at constant 
tempera ture. Differential coefficients (a(} lalh, (aflolal)h, (a(} lah)z and (a(}O/ah)l 
required for evaluating '" and r depend of course on the sort of I and 
the coexisting intermediates. These will be developed in subsequent 
sections for the slow discharge and the electrochemical mechanism 
severally. 

~ 4. The Slow Discharge Mechanism 

It is assumed in this case that H(a) and H+(a) are only intermediates 
existent in the sites on the P-plane*\ although H;(a) is not altogether 
excluded from being a predominant intermediate inspite of the rate
determining step of (1.S.a).*) We have by (2.10) for the intermediate 
H(a) 

(4.1. a), (4.1. b) 

since opH(a)=o according to the equilibrium relation (1.S.b). The incre
ment oeH of adsorption energy due to the interaction potential exerted 
by surrounding adsorptives is given according to n as 

oeH = uRTa(}H (4.2) 

and hence we have from (4.1) and (4.2) 

RTa In ~ +uRT(l{}H = 0 . (4.3) 
flo 

For the intermediate H+(a) we have according to (2.10), (3.1), (2. 12.a) 
and (1.S.c) 

(4.4. a) 

(404. b) 

*) According to the conclusion of the previous work 17) H+ (a) and RICa) appear rather 
alterna ti vely coexisting only in a narrow range of r; or l. whereas H (a) exists in the 
case of SDM constantly in equilibrium with gaseous hydrogen. 
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Ignoring a€~+ in accordance with §1, we have for R+(a) 

ak-i3(FEp) = RT a In ~ 
00 

or according to (3.2) as 

(l-a,,)ak+ alal = RTa In 8-RTa In (Jo. 

lt follows from (4.3), (4.6) and the relation 

fJ + 8n + 80 = 1 

that 

RT(a8) RT (a8) 
-;;; ---at /, = 1 -a h ah I 

8(1-8+uflH80) 

1+u8H (1-8H ) , 

880 (1 + ufln) 
1 +ufln(1-0n) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8. a) 

(4.8. b) 

The , and r for the slow discharge are now given substituting 
(a8/al)" etc. from (4.8) into (2.13) refering to (2.11) as 

, = (l-a)+ a-8+uflrr {(1-8n)a-8} al 
1 +u8n (l-fJn ) 

r = -.1.. a-O+ulJn {(1-0n)a-8} (I-a,,) 
, l+u8n (1-8rr) 

Or in the absence of R(a) in particular, simply as 

, = (l-a)+(a-8)a l , 

r = - ~ (a-O) (I-a,.) . , 

(4.9. ,) 

(4.9. r) 

(4.10. r) 

(4.9. r) 

The a" and al in the above equations are developed for SDM as 
follows. Differential coefficients (as/ak)l, Ep' (as/al)", E!, and (as/aE P)",l in 
(3.3) are given by (4.3), (4.5) and (4.7), expressing the charge density 
s on P-plane by the surface coverage of R'(a) as 

(4.11) 

in the form 

F(~) --(~) - GP 8(1-0+uflrrOo) (4.12.k.Ep) 
ak I,Ep aEp ,.,1 NART l+uflH (l-On) . 
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F(~) = O. 
al h,Ep 

(4. 12.l) 

We have thus substituting (as/ah)l, Ep etc. from (4.12) into (3.3) 

~+ GF" o (1-0+uOHOo) 
4nxp NART 1 +uOH(I-0H) 1 h 

IX" = ) , (4. 3. ) Dp Dp a (aE) + GF2 0(1-0 +uOHO. 
4rrxp 4rr aEp ax n NART 1 +uOH (1-8H ) 

Dp 

D, _ De a (aE) 4"; GP' O(l-O+uJi.o.l • (4. 13. ~ 
4rrxp 4rr aEp ax a NART 1 +uOH(I-8H) 

or when (Ha) is absent in particular 

Dp + GP OCI-8) 
4rrxp NART a,,= --~---'~----~ro-----G~F~------' 

Dp _ Dp _0_( aE) + ~ 8(1--8) 
4rrxp 4rr aEp . ax " NART 

(4. 14. h) 

Dp 
4rrxp 

a I = --;D=p~~D=p--a -(~aE~)-+--Gr;-Fr.,",2 -8-(1~(}--) . 
47rxp 4rr aEp ax a NART 

(4. 14.l) 

It can be seen from (4.13) that IX" and a l are positive proper fractions 

since --- -- --- IS negatIve, t. e. , Dp a (aE) . . *)' 

4rr aEp ax a 

(4.15. h), (4. 15.l) 

The r is expressed identically by transforming (4.9. r) as 

-1-f ('1- )+ (}(I+uOH) 1-(1- )(1- )+1-8+u8H(I-8-8H) r - a a l alS - a a l !Xl' l 1 +u8H(I-8H) 1 +u8H(l-(}H) 

The second member of the above equation shows that r never exceed 
1 since the second term of the member is positive according to (4. 15.l), 
while the third member that r is positive inasmuch as 1-8-8H as 
well as 1-8 is positive according to (4.7), i. e., 

O<r<1. (4. 16) 

Particularly when there is no specific adsorption on the electrode sur-

*) See Appendix. 
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face and Ep-potential is kept constant, i. e. a,,=al=O, ' and r are simply 
given by (4.10) as 

,=l-a, r= __ a_,_, 
I-a 

(4.17.,), (4. 17.r) 

as has been previously derived by FHmfKJ~l<) for the particular case. 

§ 5. The Electrochemical Mechanism 

As shown in (I.E) intermediates H+(a) and H,;'-(a) are involved in 
the hydrogen electrode reaction of the electrochemical mechanism, 
although H (a) is not altogether excl uded similarly as H;-(a) in the case 
of SDM. The isotherm of H; (a) is written according to (2.10) and (3.1) as 

where 

OWH; = aeH; _l3pH;(a) = l3e~; +0 (FEI')-opHi(a) , 

awHi = -RI'l3 In ~, 
tlo 

by (I.E.b) and (1.E.c) and 

ae~; = uRI' of} 

according to § 1. 
We have thus from (5.1), (5.2), (5.3), (2.9.l) and (2.12.a) 

oh+l3l-a(FEp) = RTain ~ +uRTi]f} 
f}o 

We have on the other hand from (4.5) for H+ (a) 

ah-a(FEp) = RTa In flH~ , 
, flo 

(5. 1. a) 

(5. 1. b) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

rewriting fl there into flH+- Eq. (5.4) and (5.5) are written in accool'
dance with (3.2) as 

(l-lt h ) ah+(l +a l )l3l = RTl3 ln~ +uRTc'Jfl , 
flo 

-240-
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from which we have (afJ/alL etc. remembering OfJ+iJfJHT+i)f}o=O as 

RT(ao) 0(1-0 + Ooa' zl (5.7. a) 
al h,E!, 1 + ufJ(I-0) 

, 

RT( ~o) {}o {O +(1-00 +u/7{}H,)aJ (5. 7. b) 
1 + uiJ (1-0) h,E]' 

RT(~) O{1o(l-a,.) (5.7. c) 
ah l,E]' 1 +uO(I-0) , 

RT(~) 00 {l-Oo+uOOH+} (I-a,.) (5.7. d) 
ah I,E]' l+uiJ(l-fJ) 

The T and r are now expressed by (2.13) and (5.7) in the form 

T = 2(I-a)+. a-O + a+Oo-l + (a-l)ufJOH+ al , 
1 + ul1 (1-0) 1 + uO (1-0) 

r = - ~ a+Oo-l+(a-l)u90H+ (l-IXh) ' 
T l+uO(I-0) 

or particularly in the absence of H+ (a) simply 

£1-0 
T = 2(1-a)+ (1 +a l ) , 

1 +ufJ (1-0) 

r = -~ £1-0 (l-IXh). 
r 1+uO(1-0) 

(5.8. T) 

(5.8. r) 

(5.9. T) 

(5.9. r) 

Differential coefficients (asjah)l, Fp etc. in the expressions of IXh and 
a l are given according to (5.4) and (5.5) by expressing the charge 
density s on P-plane as 

GF as = - (aB+aIJH +) , 
NA 

(5.10) 

and noting the relation M+aOH " +0{}0=0 as 

F(~) = GF2 000 

al "'Ep NART 1+u9(1--0) 
(5. Il.l) 

Substituting (5.11) into (3.3) we have 
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y~ + GP Oo(1-00 +uJJOH +) 

4rrxp NART 1+uJJ(1-0) , (5.12. h) 
Dp Dp a (aE) + GP 00 (1-00 +u(JOH+) 

4rrxp 4rr aEp ax " NART 1 + u(J (1-0) 

a,,= 

_ Dp_ _ GP (JOo 

4rrxp NART 1 +~ (1-0) , (5. 12.l) 
Dp Dp a (aE) + GF 00 (1-0o+u(JOH+) 

4nxp 4rr aEp ax a NART 1+uO(1-0) 

or in the particular case when R+ (a) is absent as 

Dp + GF2 00 (1-00) 

4rrxp NART 1 + uJJ (1-0) 
a" = ~~--=--------~=-----:G=~----CO~----CO""""')- , (5. 13. h) 

Dp _ Dp_a_(aE) + F2 0(1- 0 
4 rrxp 4rr aEp ax a N ART 1 + uJJ (1-0) 

Dp GF2 000 

4rrxp NART 1 + uf} (1-0) 
at = ---O~--=------=---~E=:-----G=F-=--'---::-'~(lC---~' - . (5. 13.l) 

Dp _ Dy _~_ (~_) + 2 00 -OoJ 
4;rxy 4rr aEp ax a NART 1+uJJ(1-8) 

It can be seen from (5.12) that aI, is a positive proper fraction, while 

at is a positive or negative proper fraction since Dy _a_ (aE) is 
4rr aEp ax a 

a negative, i. e., 

(5,14. h), (5. 14.l) 

The equation (5.8) shows that if Ep-potential is kept constant, i. e. 
a',,=al=O, , takes a value between 2-a and I-a depending on the 
surface coverage of Ri(a). Particularly when there is no specific 
adsorption on the electrode surface and Ep-potential is kept constant 
, and r are simply given as 

, = 2-a, r= __ a_. 
2-a 

§ 6. Discussion of t' and r 

(5.15. c), (5.15. r) 

The " r, a" and at derived in the preceding section will be dis
cussed here for the special case of SDM and ECM when the electrolyte 
is uni-uni-valent and of concentration n=O.lN, D=40, 15=10,*) xp=lA 

*) See Appendix. 
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and G=101
" assuming a=1/2. The expressions of " r. ah and al in this 

case are given in table I. 

i) 

SDM 

TABLE I. The., r, a" and al in SDM and ECM 

(1 ) 
a-(J+uIJH{(I-IJH)a-lJ} 

t = -a + al 
1 +UIlH (1-IJH) 

r=-~ a-lJ+uIJH{(1-IJH)a-lJ} (I-a,,) 
t 1 +uIJH(I-IJH) 

_1_4~3:....::1J-,(",--1 _--.::IJ-,-:+,---U::::IJ:.o:H'-.:-IJ,,-,-o) 1+ -
1 + u(J1{ (1-IJH) 

a" = ----~=------''-'----,---''=--------,--o h FEp 1431J (1-1J + ulJRlJo) 
1 + .2 cos 2RT + 1 + UOH (1 - IJR) 

1 
al = 

h FEp 1431J (1 - IJ + ulJHeo) 
1 + 0.2 cos 2RT + 1 + UIJH (1 - IJH) 

( ) 
a -IJ a+lJo-I+(a-l)uIJIJH+ 

t = 21-a +----+ III 
l+ulJ(l-lJi l+ulJ (1-1J) 

1 a+lJo -I+(a-l)u(JlJl{+ ( ) r = - - l-ah 
t l+ulJ (1-1J) 

ECM 

1431J0 (1-1J0 + UIJIJH+) 
1+ . 

l+ulJ (1-1J) 
a/t. = 

h FE!' 1431J0 (1 - 1J0 + uIJOH+) 
1+0.2cos 2RT + l+ulJ(I-IJ) 

1 - 1 +1~! ~~o_ IJ) 
al = ----~~--~~--------,--

02 h FEp 1431J0 (1- 1J0 + UOIJH+) 
1 +. cos 2RT + 1 + uO (1 - 0) 

We see from table I with respect to a" and al that: 

0< a" < 1. 0 < al < 1 

O<a,,<l, -l<a l <l 

for SDM. 

for ECM. 

(6.1. S) 

(6.1.E) 

ii) fx" and al tend to zero in either mechanism with increase of 
IEI'I irrespective of the state of ~pecific adsorption, i. e. 

a" = al ;::;; 0 at lErl:> 400 my. (6.2) 

iii) when the surface is bare or fully covered with H+(a) in SDM 
or with H; (a) in ECM, 

at IEI'I =0. (6.3) 

In SDM in particular we see from (6.2). (6.3) and Table I that: 
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i) with increase of IEpl, T tends to 0.5 irrespective of the state 
of specific adsorption, while 7 to a definite value dependent 
on the state of specific adsorption. 

ii) when the surface is bare, we have 

iii) 

T = 1-«+«a[, 7 = - ~ (l-ah) , 

T 

thus according to (6.2) and (603) 

T = 0.5, r = -1 
or 

r=1,7=0 

when the surface is 

T = (l-a)(l-al ), 

and thus 

T = 0.5, 7 = 1 
T = 0, 7 = 1 

at Ep = (I. 

fully covered with H+(a), 

1 7 = - (l-a)(l-a,,) 
T 

at IEI'I > 400 mv 
at Ep = O. 

iv) T never exceeds 1 thrughout the whole range of fJ and Ep. 
v) T changes sign at a certain state of specific adsorption. Ex

treme cases ii) and iii) are summarized in Table II. 

TABLE II. The rand r for SDM. 

! r 
-~~---- ~--.-----

'-.--::---....Ep I --'-. ______ '-. Ep 
0 IEI'I >400 --(}-'>----- o "','~ 

0 1 0.5 0 T o - 1 

1 0 0.5 1 1 1 

Table II indicates the change of T and 7 along with the variation of 
Ep·potential and fJ, or the break down of the appropriate linear relation. 

In the electrochemical mechanism we see from (6.2), (6.3) and 
Table I that: 

i) T tends with increase of I Epl to a definite value 2(I-a)+ 

_a -( fJ __ which lies between 1.5 and 0.5 depending on the 
1 +u8 1-8) 
magnitude of e, and 7 to a limiting value 

1 a+eo-l+(a-l)ufJfJH i 

T l+ue(l--e) 
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ii) when the surface is bare r=2---a+aa l • r=-Y-(l-a,,),thus 

according to (6.2) and (6.3) 

,=--,,1.5, r,=- 1 at iEpl>400mv, 
3 

r=O 

iii) when the surface is fully covered with H;(a) 

,=(l--a)(l-a l ), r,c=-L(la)(l-ah ! 

and thus 

r = 0.5, l' = 1 

,=0, 1'=1 

at IEpl > 400 mv 

at Ep = 0 . 

iv) r never exceeds 2 throughout the whole range of {} and E p • 

v) l' changes sign at a certain state of specific adsorption. 

Extreme cases ii) and iii) are summarized in Table III. 

o 
1 

2 

o 

TABLE III. The rand r for ECM 

r 
--- --- -------

~! ___ ~ ______ IE_1'1 >~oo 
1.5 

0.5 

o o 1 
3 

1 

Table III indicates the change of , and l' along with the variation 
of Ep-potential and {j, or the break down of the appropriate linear 
relation as in the case of SDM. 

The most striking difference between the slow discharge and the 
electrochemical mechanism is that: 

the TAFEL'S constant is fixed at 0.5 irrespective of the state of 
specific adsorption in large l.EJpi in the slow discharge mecha
nism, while in the electrochemical mechanism the TAFEL'S 
constant varies from 1.5 to 0.5 depending on the state of 
specific adsorption, in spite of a being fixed constant at 0.5. 

Detailled discussions of rand l' with reference to experimental 
results will be given in later papers. 
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Summary 

The TAFEr!s constant T and the coefllcient r of dependence of over
voltage on hydrogen ion concentration in the hydrogen evolution reactiou 
were derived for the slow discharge mechanism (SDMl and the electr 0> 

chemical mechanism (ECM) from the steady current equation on the 
base of the theory of hydrogen intermediates (Ref. 17) assuming til,; 
rule OE* ==aoE1 (Ref. 19), where 013* is the increment of the energy E 

of the critical complex of the l'~te·determining sh~p. aE [ the increment. 
of the energy £I of the initial complex I situated in the same site as 
that of the critical complex, and a a constant neal' 0.5, 

The T and r were shown strongly dependent on the state of speeitic 
adsorption (SSA) on the electrode surface and electrostatic potential 
Ep at the adsorption layer, i. e, 

i) for SDM in the neighbourhood of EI'=O. T lies between 0 and 
1 depending on SSA and r is practically zero irrespective of 
SSA. while with increase of IEpj, T tends to 0.5 irrespective of 
SSA and r to a value between -> 1 and 1 depondir;g on SSA 

ii) for ECM in the neighbourhood of El'==O, ~ lies behveen 2 and 
o depending on SSA and r is practically zero irrespective of 
SSA, while with increase of jEpi. T tends to a definite value 
between 1.5 and 0.5. whereas r to a value between ---1/3 and 
1 both depending on SSA. 

It was emphasized as the conclusion that ;: of SDM can neither 
exceed 1 throughout whole region of polarization nor deviate from 1 a 
at large IEpl. 

The deviation of the TAFEL'S constant from classical kinetic values. 
i.e., 0.5 (SDM) and 1.5 (ECM), or the deviation from the TAFEL'S linear 
relation, Or the appearance of a break on log 1:. r;-cul've and miscellaneous 
dependency observed of overvoltage on the hydrogen ion concentration 
were show n to be explained on account of the change of SSA and El" 

Appendix 

Derivation of aI, and a, 

The derivation of ah and a, in the original work l7
) is summarized 

in what follows so far as connected with the inference of the present 
paper. 
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According to our model illustrated in Fig. 1 the electric displace
ment .f) and the charge density P should satisfy the one-dimensional 
POISRON equation 

do 
~=P 
dx ' 

( i ) 

where v = ---D/4rr·dE/dx, D is dielectric constant and the electrostatic 
potential E is taken zero at X= 00. 

The eharge density 8 on P-plane is ohtainpd by integrating (i) as 

tXl'+t 

iJ,,--Ui =: lim J pdx:= s , (ii) 
t~O xp~t 

where Xl' is the distance between C and P. suffix a or denotes just 
outside or inside P respectively, 

Va = - -f;- (~;-) a (iii) 

/ aE 1 r--- E'p -----

(---) = + - }/ -- 8;:-C pDdE (iv) 
·3X:. Dp .10 

plus or minus sign being respectively relevant to negative or positive 
E or El" 

(v) 

Ep and Ee being electrostatic potential of P and C respectively, and 
Dp is the dielectric constant between C and P inclusive of just outside 
P. We have from (ii), (iii) and (v) 

(vi) 

The Ee is expressed in terms of l, h and the work function ,l of the 
electrode as*) 

Eo =1. (h-l) -- i
F 

and hence (vi) is expressed as 

f Ep -l... (h-l) + ,ll- Xp (oF!..) = 4r.xp s . 
l F j ax a Dp 

(vii) 

(viii) 

* ) The f-1.e is expressed as f-1.' = - FJ. - FE" or we have in the text according to (2. 9. n. 
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Assuming now A constant for a definite electrode, E]' is given by 

(viii) as a function of land h, because (~F).) is a function of E1' by 
\ ax a 

(iv), while s is given by the surface coverages of charged hydrogen 
intermediates on P-plane which are given in accordance with (2.10), 
(3.1) and (4.11) or (5.10) as functions of l, hand E 1' • Taking total 
differentials of (viii) 

f (~EX') ok + (a.!£p) al- ~(ak-alil-xl,a. ( .?l!..) 1(' o§J.j,) ok 
l, ah /1 ,al - h P , > J aE j" ax 'a l ak I 

+ (oEl')' iJl 1 = .'!--:0P [(~) f (' aE ) ,nk + (.al}\,) all 
:ol h J Dp a Ep h,ll ak, I al ," J 

+ (~~ ) Z,EI' ah + (-:;.) ?"L'p at J ' (ix) 

we have 

(x) 

(xi) 

As seen from (iv) (aE/ax)" decreases with increase of El' irrespective 
of its sign, i. e. 

-~. (- ~l'!. -) <: 0 
aEI' \ ax " 

(xii) 

Particularly for the uni-uni-valent electrolyte (iv) is integrated as 

D (aE / RT {_bE" FF:l' 1 ._..1.:. .-_ -) = y n D e 2UT .. _ e'{cr , 
4;r ax a 2;r ) 

(xiii) 

(xiv) 

where 15 = r'DPdE I [PPdE. 
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